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COVER:
This photo could have been taken 60 years
ago, or it could have been taken yesterday.
Some things never change.
Despite the misguided efforts of bureaucrats
to make us buckle up, wear helmets, buy
insurance and dodder along at 55, sidecars
are still fun.
There is an ancient Persian saying that ^
translates, "The dogs bark but the caravan —
moves on." May sidecars never change, and
always keep moving on.
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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

1986 - A New Year! The USCA
has come a long way -- more new
goals are making a better Associa-
tion more efficient in meeting the
needs of our members. The Sidecar-
ist over the years has become one
of the top association type maga-
zines for special-interest subjects.
Editor Winston Beaumont has done
one fine job. Also a lot of thanks
goes to Winston's wife, Jeanne, our
typographer. Real professional.
Thanks again!

Those of you interested in off-
road sidecars -- motocross, enduro,
desert, or just plain old trail riding
(dual purpose) -- please contact
Lance Brown, c/o USCA, P.O. Box
8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409. Lance
is organizing off-road sidecars, and
would like names and addresses of
people with this interest from any-
where here in the states and
Canada.

There is pro sidecar motocross
in Southern California, Northern
California and Arizona with the
well-known C.M.C. with regular
sidecar events in the pro-gram.
Dates for these races will be posted
later. Do check it out sometime; it's
exciting racing for sure!

Another reminder for all sidecar
manufacturers and distributors -- if
you expect to have your products
featured in The Sidecarist, you
really must send black and white
photos to P.O. Box, Van Nuys ad-
dress, attention: Industrial News.
The more details you send the bet-
ter the coverage. This means sales
for you.

Somewhere in England, Doug's Honda
CX500/Watsonian Monaco outfit waits

outside while he stops for din-din at a local
pub.
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Letters
ALAN (Don't call me Palmer)
PARKER WRITES
 Dear Hal,

Thanks from all of us here for the member
profile in the August Sidecarist.

My H-D outfit is going fine - I have fitted
Schrader air fittings to the fork caps and added
25 psi of air which absolutely illuminates the
Harley front end behavior.

The stock rear shocks were also too soft;
i.e., lean out caused by rear end squat on turns
toward the chair. This was rectified by substitu-
tion of air assisted shocks (85 H-D).

Ron Plender of Harley Davidson has been
most helpful with technical queries and advice.

We participated in the recent "Bike Rally" at
Genoa, Victoria, and had a fine time. Rallies here as
you no doubt know, are somewhat less "polished" than
those I have observed in the U.S.A., but nevertheless
it's good to be with kindred spirits. They gave us a fine
trophy concourse d'elegance - outfit of the rally.

We are plotting constantly to enable us to visit the
U.S. next year for Solvang. It's a beaut area, especially
if you like green pea soup.

Looking forward to catching up with you all
before long.

Alan and Pam Parker, Pambula Beach,, Australia

P.S. Where did you get the name "Palmer" from?
(Sorry - HAK)

P.P.S.Harleys don't have interchangeable wheels
anymore.
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DOCTOR HAS A BETTER WAY
TO REMOVE A HELMET
Dear Winston:

As a member of the Motorcycling Doctors
Association and as an orthopaedic surgeon and
motorcyclist, I am very concerned about motor-
cycle safety.

I read the announcement in the October,
1985 issue of The Sidecarist concerning helmet
removal. The article was entitled "Helmet Re-
moval Can Cause Injury." The first two para-
graphs are quite correct in cautioning anyone
from removing a helmet off an unconscious or
injured rider. The article goes on to correctly
state that getting a helmet off improperly can
cause serious injury. I do not agree with the
information which followed. No one except a
properly trained physician should at-tempt
removal of a helmet on an injured person.

The poster on "Techniques of Helmet
Removal From Injured Patients" is available
from the American College of Surgeons. I do not
agree with their technique. I C_/ not feel a
helmet can be safely removed from an individual
with a cervical spine (neck) injury using their
technique.

I have enclosed a copy of an abstract and
review of an article which describes the tech-
nique for helmet removal. This is the safest
technique which I have read about concerning
helmet removal. I must emphasize that this
should only be attempted by a physician. As the
article states, the injured individual can be
stabilized and x-rayed while the helmet is in
place. His airway also may be maintained while
the helmet is in place.

Letters
Instead of sending away for the poster on

helmet removal, I suggest all rider groups and
clubs obtain stickers for their members' helmets.
Stickers are affixed to the chin-piece of all of my
helmets. The stickers state: "DANGER! Don't
risk parlysis. DO NOT REMOVE HELMET
until I am examined by a doctor." I will enclose a
copy of the stickers which I use, and suggest you
make them available through the USCA.

If you would like to discuss this matter
further, please contact me through my office.

Sincerely,

Mitchell L. Goldflies, M.D., USCA 3086G,
Chicago, Illinois

Abstract:
I think the authors' concern is well taken

and this article draws attention to a not uncom-
mon and avoidable complication in the treatment
of these individuals. Paramedical personnel and
physicians must remember not only at the scene
of an accident of the more severe motorcycle
variety, but also on the football field that helmets
should not be removed prematurely.

A patient can be easily transported with the
helmet on and securely taped to a spinal board.
This will help to stabilize the cervical spine. In
the case of the type of helmet worn in football
where a large heavy face mask is present, a large
bolt cutter should be readily accessible in prac-
tice and game situations. This will permit rapid
removal of the face mask, allowing access to the
individual for examination and airway and yet
not risk compounding the injury by premature
removal of the helmet.

David A. Fischer, M.D.
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Recommended Helmet
Removal Techniques in a
Cervical Spine Injured Patient
By Charles Aprahamian, Bruce M.
Thompson, and Joseph C. Darin

The authors addressed the potential and
perhaps real dangers in the removal of helmets
from individuals with suspected or actual cervi-
cal spine injuries. They feel that the high inci-
dence of these injuries in motorcyclists and
participants in other intense sport activities
wearing helmets merits an investigation of any
real or possible risks to the injured individual.

The authors created a C5-6 instability by
open methods in cadavers. Relative motion and
displacement at this instability were then re-
corded in a subjective manner by palpation and
obervation as helmets were removed. The au-
thors found that significant motion occurred at
the level of instability with helmet removal.

Radiopaque trim frequently present on the
helmets interfered with adequate roent-
genographic visualization of the entire cervical
spine.

On the basis of their observations, the
authors recommended that helmets not be re-
moved in these injured individuals. Head and
cervical spine should be stabilized with appropri-
ate measures, such as sand-bags, traction, boards,
etc., and the patient should be transported in this
manner. If the helmet permits satisfactory radio-
graphic examination, radiograms should be taken
with the helmet in place. The authors found that
the trim on the helmets could be easily removed
and they recommended this. In the cervical spine
injury, the recommended method of helmet
removal is to completely cut the helmet, using a
cast saw. The helmet can then be removed in a
bivalved manner, first re-moving the anterior
one-half of the helmet. Appropriate traction or
other methods should then be utilized prior to
removing the posterior half.

Letters
NORTH ILLINOIS REGION
WOODSTOCK EVENT
Dear Doug:

Terry Strassenburg told me you wanted some pix
of our Woodstock event, so am enclosing some that I
hope you find suitable.

Thanks again for the info on the Mariposa Rally
video tape. You didn't tell me about the two stars Dan
Doyle and Jim Krautz!

Seems that club video has really arrived this year.
As you might already know, a BMWMOA member
made a tape of the BMW nattional rally this year in
Florida. I sent for that tape also. Not bad. Ran over an
hour. I predict that within a few years club video tape
sales for clubs in general will exceed paraphernalia and
bock sales. Something to think about.

Regards,

Jim Rubens, Joliet, Illinois

(See story and photos elsewhere in this issue)

RICHARD LILLY FROM
AUSTRIA JOINS THE USCA
Dear Mr. Roach,

As an American living in Europe, I would be
interested in joining the United Sidecar Association. I
travel over in Europe with my Moto-Guzzi and EML
Sidecar, with my wife and two children, all over the
alps. As I found Road Rider in a store here, the adver-
tisement of your Association came to view. As in
Austria, there is nothing of this kind, I thought it would
be interesting to try and see if it is possible to join over
there. Perhaps I could get something going here. There
are quite a few sidecarists around, and this is starting to
develop again here in Europe.

I have enclosed $20.00 donation, and thank you
in advance. Do you have patches or stickers? Just
love them!

Sincerely,

Richard Lilly, Oesterreich, Austria
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BOB FAVUZZA FROM
TEXAS JOINS THE USCA
 Dear Al:

Please enroll me in the United Sidecar
Association, and send me any info you have, as I
am preparing to purchase one in the next 30
days. Immediate back issues would help!

Thanks,

Bob Favuzza, Friendswood, Texas

DON NORTON FROM IOWA
JOINS THE USCA
Rear Al,

I have heard many good things about your
Association, and am looking forward to your
monthly magazine.

We currently own a 1983 Aspencade and are
GWRRA members, and enjoy touring very
much. We have a daughter who is 17 mo. old
now, and are starting to look for a hack. Enclosed
you'll find my check for $20.00. Oh, saw your ad
in American Motorcyclist Magazine. Thanks,

Don Norton, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

HEMENWAY FROM
WISCONSIN JOINS USCA
United Sidecar Association:

Okay, I'm interested in sidecars and, there-
fore, you will find a twenty dollar donation to
enroll me in your organization. I'm looking
forward to attending a good sidecar rally next
summer, so any information on rally sites, dates,
etc., is much appreciated.

Thank you,

John M. Hemenway, Edgerton, Wisconsin

Letters
CALLIE SMITH FROM
ARIZONA JOINS THE USCA
United Sidecar Association:

Yes! I want to join, I've ridden for 28 years
and I'm trying to learn to ride a sidecar. Oh!
What a difference. We went to Calif. in May and
I was so thankful ILA rode several stretches, and
it was just like always. Felt so good, like back in
the saddle again.

But! But! I had to go get a permit, and I
haven't learned to go slow enough and around
their short cones to get my license here in Phoe-
nix. Enclosed is my $20.00.

Callie Smith, Phoenix, Arizona

RUSSELL TO HUSTLE w/
OLDE ENGLISH MUSCLE
Dear Ed:

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me
last night. I'm very interested in buying an En-
glish motorcycle and sidecar of the 1950s or
1960s period. I would like something in very
good to excellent condition and as original as
possible. Y would be most appreciative of any
help you can offer, and also any information
pertaining to sidecar outfits. Many thanks and be
sure to come visit when you're in Florida.

Sincerely

Dave Russell, New Smyrna Beach, FL

WHAT HAPPENS DOWN
UNDER WHILE WE SLEEP
Dear Hal,

Thank you for the letter and copy of the
Sidecarist. It is good to know that there are more
sidecar enthusiasts out there. It gets pretty lonely
until you meet people with a common interest in
sidecars.

I am glad you found the articles I wrote
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about sidecars of interest, and having them
reprinted in a specialty sidecar journal is an
honour. I noted the "down-under" digs. Beware
that such gibes are quite reciprocal!

I've enclosed a couple of our news-letters.
Like a program called "Fawlty Towers," we
change the spelling of "outspoken/outspokin/
outspoking," etc., to see if anyone notices. Keeps
the member-ship on its toes.

The Sidecar Club of Victoria started in
August 1984. In June 1984 we had an out-fit day
to get interested parties togeth i to form a club.
The winner of the Con-cours d'Elegance was
Norm Wills and George Hempenstall as their
outfits are virtually identical.

I've also enclosed some photos you may
find interesting. The numbers are described
hereunder.

1) My outfit. BMW R90/6 in R75/5 frame.
Homemade chassis. Velorex replica (oversize)

boat. Runs 18" rear wheels all 'round.
Pictured here in Coolgardie, West Australia,

June 1985. Our honeymoon.

Letters

2) My wife sampling a homemade job. The
boat is actually the front half of an ultralight

aircraft! Claustrophobic!

3) My outfit just prior to total refurbishment.
Outfit Rally 1984.

4) Club Treasurer Ron Clarke's GS1000G
Suzuki with homemade all aluminum boat.

Covered in vinyl rather than paint.
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5) Winner of Concours D'Grotte Coxys,
"Ratfit." Kawasaki 2900 and what was a DJP.

6) Tony Barker's XT600 Tenere Yamaha.
Total home construction. Built for a Beer run

from Melbourne to Innaminka!

7) This was once an R100RS! It went to
Innaminka too.

Letters

8) Honeymooners from Perth with a Ducati
900SD. Sidecar make unknown.

9) Dale Kavanagh's R90S BMW. DJP chassis
sports three shockers on a Mini Minor strut.
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Letters

10) Dale's special outrigger bearing to oid the
all-too-common BMW bearing collapse.

11) Dale's mate "Johnno" and his R75/5
mobile home.

12) The Arlow family's KZ750 (Twin) with oil
drum chair.

13) The Sidecar Club of Victoria assembled.
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Letters

14) Outfits at the '84 Outfit Rally.

15) Moto Guzzi T4850. Chair is a "Superior"
that was hand crafted (leather upholstery and

brass fittings!) in India.
I hope these photos are of interest. I would

be most keen to see some photos of your outfit as
I have only seen one Laverda unit here, and that
was to have been entered in a Desert Race! The
bike was originally a 1800 Jota!

I will endeavor to obtain a list of manufac-
turers and clubs, and will pass them on as soon
as I can. If I can be of any assistance to sidecar-
ists considering a "down-under" safari, just holler
(Egad! an Americanism I do believe).

Looking forward to further communica-
tions.  Ride Safe.

Steve Bond, Sidecar Club of Victoria, Box
2086S, Melbourne, Victoria 3001

BLOW IN MY EAR & I'LL
PREVENT WINDBLAST
Editor:

I read a letter that mentioned windblast in
the right ear. I did have the same problem. I ride
an 1981 Interstate with Friendship hack. I mostly
eliminated the wind by affixing a piece of
plexiglass (1/8 by 5 by 9 1/2 inches) to the
fairing with two screws. The location of the plexi
is protruding out the side of the fairing adjacent
to the locked glove box built into the fairing.
This location is below your hand on the throttle
grip so don't ask why it works. I tried pieces of
cardboard taped all over the right side of the bike
until arriving at this location.

Lionel Mattos Sunnyvale, CA

CONVERT YOUR H-D TO
15-INCH WHEELS
Dear Hal,

I'm writing you in reference to an article you
had in the May SIDECARIST concerning wheels
and tires.

I have a 1938 H-D U-model with a metal
tub. The front end is a later model wide glide
with a Performance Machine brake rolling a 21"
wheel. The rear wheel is a stock H-D 16" with a
Michelin 140x90 with mechanical brake. The
hack wheel is also stock H-D 16" with Goodyear
Speedmaster tire and mechanical brake.

I had been thinking for a while of going
with a 15" wheel on the back of the bike, and
after reading your article, I think one on the front
sounds good too. However, a friend of mine who
also has an H-D hack setup put a 15" Michelin
tire (165x15) on the rear of the bike and on the
hack. However, he told me he has about $500
tied up in them, and I thought that a little too
much (not really - HAK).

Now, let me list the questions that I hope
you'll be good enough to answer: (over...)
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Letters
1) Can you give me the names and addresses of

who I can get 15" rims and spokes to fit same
from? Is there someplace in your locale?

2) Would it be better to send a company my hubs
and have them lace and true them or just order
the spokes and rims and try to find someone
locally to lace them? Also, IF you have the
information, what would they charge for the
spokes and rims and lacing and trueing?

3) You didn't cover it in your article, —but would
there be advantages to putting a 15" wheel on
the hack besides increased mileage?

4) Upon checking with a friend of mine about a
125/15 tire, we could find no one who offers
them. The smallest we could find was a
155x15. Who makes a 125x15 (or a 135)?

I guess that, having to watch how much
money I spend on my vice (motorcycling), I'm
most interested in your last, short paragraph
about changing over for less that $200. I figure I
can get the two tires for about $50 each which
leaves another hundred for the spokes, rims,
lacing and trueing. If you can tell me how to do
this, it'll be done in a heartbeat.

Thank you for your anticipated help and

Safe Riding!

Jim Enders, #2911, Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Jim:
Appreciate your response. The 165x15 has a

rolling diameter very near that of the standard
4.50 x 18". Therefore, many of the benefits
mentioned -- lower C of G, higher rear end ratio,
and lower trail will be minimized. The 165x15 is
also a much heavier tire. It will, however, be a
longer wearing tire and last longer. I have not
personally made the conversion but perhaps $200
may be too low and $500 too high.

Buchannan's in California have an excel-
lent reputation of lacing 15" and 16" rims onto
your hubs. Of course, cast wheels machined to
your hubs are special and a high cost item.

Contact Buchanan's Frame Shop at 629 E.
Garvey Avenue, Monterey Park, California
91754, (213) 280-4003.

Spoke lacing can be done by anyone. But, if
you want your wheel true and round, better let
the experts do it. You really will not save that
much. And, be sure to use the heaviest gauge
spoke or even a two-gauge spoke with the heavi-
est section near the hub. That is where they will
generally break.

The size of the sidehack wheel is of lesser
concern. Some, such as Bender, use a 19" wheel;
others, like Watsonian use a 10" wheel. If a
wheel such as found on a Mini-Austin or Mini-
Minor is used, you will have a very long life.
This is also true for the 125x15 tires which are
the auto tires used for the Citreon 2CV. The
125x15, or its replacement, the 135x15, is easily
found in Europe, and is also found on the EMLs.
Sidecar Restorations of St. Louis, who import the
EML, should be able to obtain tires of that size.
They are expensive from that source as they are
imported by air. These tires are made by Dunlop,
Michelin, and Continental and others - but for
the European and overseas market primarily.

Perhaps others who have made the 125x15
or 135x15 conversion may wish to add their
knowledge through Sidecarist.

Sincerely, H. A. Kendall

MORE CUSTOMERS FOR
SIDECAR DEALERS
Dear USCA,

Would you please tell me to whom I should
write for some addresses of the sidecar dealers. I
have written but have not gotten any answer
from them. Apparently no one seems to know
much about that department anymore.

We have lots of people ask about USCA and
where they might be able to get information on
dealers and manufacturers of sidecars. We did
have some sent to us about 3 years ago but need
more as time passes by. I have had to make
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copies at the post office at 15c a sheet, and that
gets rather expensive after awhile. So please send
me an address so I can get some printed up
sheets on this. Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Marge and Vern Baldwin, Arkansas Reps.,
Route 8 Box 16, Harrison, AR 72601

BILL WYATT SAYS WE
MUST BE ACCURATE
To the editor:

Just a note on the reply letter from Hal to
Lawrence J. Dyjak in the August issue. I found
the reply to be inaccurate (Paragraph #2) where it
says too little toe-in will cause a rig to pull to the
left and too much toe-in will cause it to pull to
the right, and somewhat confusing as with the
description of how to measure the toe-in.

As this was a reply to a person with limited
knowledge on the subject, the reply should be as
accurate as possible. I have found, while giving
several seminars (two at this year's Aspencade
rally) that it is very easy to confuse new sidecar-
ists when referring to set-up specs. As the Side-
carist is the official word, we must be accurate.

By the way, the Terraplane uses a three-
point mounting system also, and its system has
been adapted to several other brands of sidecars.
I do agree with five mounts on a rigid mounted
rig with the fifth mount placed in such a manner
as to prevent any forward or backward move-
ment.

Also, one question: What rigs use or used
one and/or two point mounting systems?

Bill Wyatt, #1146, Director, Central Illinois
Region, President, Midwest Sidecars and Acces-
sories NC.

Letters
Dear Bill:

May I hang my head in shame. Of course
you are correct. I hastily prepared Lawrence's
response while planning my trip to Australia.
And there, with the rig on the left-hand side, my
answer is correct. I have hung and driven with a
rig on either side but not both at the same time.
What I should have said was that too little toe-in
will cause the rig to have the tendency to pull in
the direction of the sidecar. And too much may
cause a pull in the direction away from the
sidecar. That should be a universal answer.

The measurement of toe-in should really be
the degrees of rotation of the sidecar wheel axis.
This is how it would be professionally set up on
a wheel alignment machine. Sidecarists tradition-
ally set their machines up on concrete driveways
or home garages. Here it is necessary to get a
relative direction of the motorcycle and to work
backwards or forward from there.

The best way I have found to get these
directions is to get two long two-by-four studs
that are extremely true, four or eight bricks, plus
a tape measure. The bricks are used to elevate the
studs above the garage floor so that the wheels
will make two points of positive contact with the
stud, rather than the single-point contact that
would occur if the stud were laid on the ground.
A two-brick height is better, but the stud along-
side the motorcycle may foul with lower panels
or exhausts on some motorcycles. If this occurs,
use the studs at a one-brick height. The same
brick height should be used on the sidecar side as
on the motorcycle side. A suitable stud length is
8 feet.

First, be sure the rear wheel is parallel in its
swinging arm. If the rear wheel is not parallel, it
will cause rapid chain wear and rapid tire wear.

Second, be sure the front wheel is parallel to
the motorcycle. If the front wheel is not parallel,
the outfit cannot be aligned properly.

Third, most modern cycles have skinny
front tires and fat rear tires and this must be
corrected for. Lay the stud against the rear wheel
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Letters
at the one- or two-brick height so that the stud
makes positive contact at two places on the rear
tire and does not foul any motorcycle frame or
accessory component. Now, slowly waggle the
front wheel until the distance from the stud to the
leading arc of the tire, measured at its fattest
section, is the same as the distance from the stud
to the trailing arc of the tire, also measured at its
fattest section. Now for the tip. Note this dis-
tance and make up two shims of this size. Nail,
glue, or screw these shims onto the stud so that
you now have four positive tire contacts with the
stud and the stud is parallel to the cycle.

Now lay the stud on bricks against the
sidecar tire.

Now measure the distances from the out-
side of the studs and at right angles to the studs,
The first measurement should be just in front of
the front tire where the tape measure will just
clear the tire. The second measurement should be
just behind the rear wheel of the motorcycle tire.
These measurements are not important. It is the
difference between these measurements that is
important. The first should be at 3/4" + 1/4" for
an initial road test to get in the ballpark. Really,
from then on it is trial and error.

The idea is to minimize right or left hand
drag while going straight ahead on a flat road
with the outfit normally loaded and while neither
accelerating nor decelerating.

The toe-in required is also dependent on
the leanout of the motorcycle. The more leanout,
the less toe-in required; the less leanout, the
more toe-in required. But, the more leanout, the
easier to lift the chair when turning to the right
with an unladen outfit. And, you may need some
ballast when driving empty.

The "correct" toe-in is largely a matter of
judgment. Some like an almost zero toe-in. In the
early days of sidecaring, it was zero toe-in and
zero lead and zero leanout, but the speeds were
very low. Today, some like the toe-in at about 1/
4". Generally it is between 1/2" and 3/4". A few
prefer larger toe-ins of between 3/4" and 1".
Much more than this, and expect rapid tire wear.

Although it appears somewhat complicated,
it needs only be done on the critical set-up and
after you have settled the rig in after your final
field trials. This should be recorded permanently
so you can check if mounts have slipped or if the
outfit is removed and replaced.

One other advantage of the Vetter chair is
that leanout can be adjusted mechanically when
driving to compensate for changing road or load
conditions.

The flexible type sidecars use two-point
mountings as do many of the motor scooter
combinations. Some motor scooter combinations
use but a single major clamp which is actually a
four-bolt flange clamp. It is extremely rugged.

Sincerely, H. A. Kendall

NYS CONNECTION
MOUNTS S/C ON OT
Dear Winston Beaumont,

I have been a member of USCA for three
years and just purchased my first sidecar.

I wanted to find a used sidecar for my bike,
but living in the northeast, sidecars are hard to
find. This summer I attended the National Rally
in Plymouth, and saw the Squire RS-1. I liked it
and knew the Squire was it.

On September 20, 1985, I rode my 1982
Suzuki GS 850 GZ to the Sidecar Connection in
Uniondale, LI.  Ed Suffa and his partner Steve
were ready to match my bike to the RS-1. It took
12 hours, but Steve made two mounts to clear my
Vetter Fairing with lowers and Vetter Saddlebags.
Steve did a perfect job. Ed tested the outfit and
said to torque it down as it was too close to
change. I would like to say to Ed Suffa and Steve
-- THANK YOU. (The people at the New York
Sidecar Connection worked overtime to get my
rig done on a Friday. Ed Suffa also did the
ultimate no-no, he let me use his rig to practice
on.)

I will be at the 1986 New England Side-car
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Rally in Maine, New York's Rally.

Safe Sidecaring, Sincerely,

George Hermance, USCA 2580, AMA Road
Rep #635, Tribes Hill, New York

WELL-KNOWN WORLD
TRAVELLERS SAY HI
Dear All:

After a full year in the United States and
Canada, we finally head south towards Mexico,
Central and South America, Africa, Europe and
home. When we first arrived in Los Angeles, and
contacted Doug (Bingham) we had no idea of
just how many new friends we were to make
through the Association. Needless to say, we
enjoyed our tour of North America, and our two
prolonged stopovers in Los Angeles immensely,
and a major part of that was due to the friendship
and hospitality we found along the way.

Special thanks to Dave and Becky Tenpenny
for the ride out to the Sonora Desert Park; to Hal
and Lee Kendall; Dave and Ruth Adolph of
Clayton, Georgia, with whom we had the best
southern dinner you-all ever tasted; Osie and Vi
Shanks, for the best fish and chip dinner this side
of the pond, and also to their friends in the
Canadian Sidecarists who helped us out during
our abortive attempt to reach Niagara Falls; Ed
and Marilyn Johnson, and the Northern Illinois
group - we really enjoyed the Pow-wow; Stan
Vorgias; Nancy Kotanko who makes the best cup
of tea on the North American continent, and of
course, last but not least, all of our buddies in
Los Angeles -- a list too long to repeat in full
(but you know who you are) -- whose support
and good wishes we carry with us as we ride on
south.

Once again, special, special thanks to the
Krautz family, and to Doug for inviting us along
to the Griffith Park Rally on our second weekend
in the U.S., which was our first introduction to
the Association.

We'll keep you posted on how the last leg of

the journey goes, and look forward to seeing
some of you guys in England in '87.

Thanks a lot, and very best wishes.

Richard and Mopsa English En route to
Bedford, England

COMPETITION
CHAIRMAN REPORTS ON
USCA RACES

Since the new Racing Division was orga-
nized in late July a lot has happened.

We have just finished our first series races
with some good results. The 1986 calendar is
now being laid out, with the first race, a
motorcross on January 4 at Quail Canyon,
Gorman, Cailfornia

By mid-year we will be running the first
USCA National Race series in three states;
California, Nevada, Arizona. The eight races will
determine the 1987 USCA National Champion.
We are now looking for sponsors, and hope to
make this a successful venture.

With the motocross calendar almost com-
pleted for '86, I am now in the process of setting
up the desert and Grand Prix season. I would like
to hear from some of the new and old racers as to
what likes and dislikes are. This will help me to
set up racing for you.

One more point before I close. Any in-
formation or help would be gladly welcome at
this time. It takes a lot of time and effort to put
this all together. So any interested parties who
like long hours, low pay and being yelled at a lot,
please call quickly if not sooner.

Lance D. Brown, Competition Chairman

See photo over...

Letters
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Riding a privately-owned, totally-enclosed
Vincent Black Lightning, on 18th December,
1954, Robert Burns of Christchurch, New
Zealand, formerly of Scotland recaptured this
coveted record for Britain and the Empird,oi

Bob Burns' machine is a standard model—
not super-charged — bought from Stevenage,
England. The same superlative quality of work-
manship will be found in every Vincent machine
whether Black Prince, Black Knight or Victor.

Letters

USCA 1986 GOLDEN STATE
SERIES
Moto Cross
Jan 4 Quail Canyon Gorman, CA

Jan 18 Sunrise Park Victorville, CA

Jan 25 Carlsbad Raceway Carlsbad, CA

Feb 22 Huron Raceway Huron, CA

Mar 1 Quail Canyon Gorman, CA

For info on how to get into racing, send .3
(payable to United Sidecar Association) to USCA
Racing Division, Att'n: Lance Brown, P.O. Box
8119, Van Nuys, Ca 91409, or telephone (818)
994-6354.
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READER SEEKS INFO
FROM AUTHOR ROTHE?
Dear Mr. Rothe:

As the parts and accessories manager of our
dealership, it has been most distressing to me to
face the fact that my lady will not ride a motor-
cycle to accompany me on my travels since I do
not like to pack a passenger. When she saw
several sidecars at a recent tour, she said that was
the solution to our problems. A little conversa-
tion from her to a few other ladies, and a few
guys ready to make the sidecar move, and the
owners were overwhelmed by a swell of interest
in sidecars. I couldn't believe it when I ran across
your article on the very same day that a) the boss
told me to collect sidecar manufacturer informa-
tion and b) three fellows let me know that they
were ALREADY building sidecar boxes, and in
the market for running gear, mounting hardware,
and frames. Unfortunately, your article did not
mention where your hardware came from. I
would very much like to make contact with your
supplier as well as any manufacturer/distributor
of sidecar kits, sidecars complete, or frames/
mounts/running gear. Any information you can
supply will definitely be used to further the
hobby of sidehacking, and incidently put me and
my lady on the touring trail together.

I have written to each company advertising
in the magazine, plus those I could find in sev-
eral magazines (not very many as you know).
The owners are not all that hot for the idea, but a
good response from manufacturers and distribu-
tors would really help. Thanks a lot.

Wayne Cipriano, Princeton Honda World,
Route 26 North, 815/875-6441

LONGTERM EFFECTS OF
LEAD PHASE OUT
Dear Hal,

I liked the article you did in USCA concern-
ing leaded gasoline. There has been an article in
BMW News concerning the effect of alcohol in

gasoline on BMWs. My bike, a BMW 100S
1977, also seems to be getting cranky on today's
gasoline. The dealer who handles my work
(Hansen's BMW Motorcycles, Medford, Oregon)
has noted that gasoline quality (as reflected by
the general running condition of motorcycles)
has gone down noticeably in recent years.

I believe the petroleum companies are doing
things they believe will not have an effect, but
lack a good feedback mechanism. They may hear
about problems if the vehicle stops completely,
but gradual deterioration or reduced performance
is not reported back - in a regular manner.

Thanks and ride safe.

Sincerely,

Brian Curry P.E., BMWMOA 4578, USCA
83, Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Dear Brian:
Afraid there is not much that can be done.

Europe and Australia are already phasing out
leaded gasoline. The newer engines will handle
the lead free gas. Older engines will gradually
lose power due to exhaust valve recession and
need to have an expensive upper end rebuild.
Octane is generally lower now than before, but is
not expected to decline further than 85 to 90.
Performance has declined due to more antipollu-
tion requirements.

The government and oil companies do not
care about long term effects. The government
wants you to buy new engines to keep the
economy going. Not being pessimistic - just a
realist.

Regards, H. A. Kendall

Letters
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BIKERS AGAINST
MANSLAUGHTER UPDATE

Near the end of 1983, a collective effort
among concerned motorcyclists, individual riders
and motorcycle attorney Russ Brown came
together to form a motorcycle program called
BIKERS AGAINST MANSLAUGHTER. The
ultimate aim of the program at that time was to
reduce the number of motorcycle accidents and
related fatalities on the highways. Targeted were
drunk drivers and all others who would abuse
their driving privileges by conducting themselves
in a reckless, careless and unlawful manner.

And so those concerned and dedicated
banded together, and under Russ Brown's

guidance, they went to court. The California
Victim's Bill of Rights, passed in 1984, gave rise
to such action. The primary objective had been to
promote the prosecution of those who kill or
severely injure a motorcyclist under circum-
stances‘ which give rise to a crime. With the
passage of this law, they were able to be present
in the courtroom at the time of sentencing of the
offending driver. California law further allows
the victim(s) to express their views and feelings
to the judge on punishment and fines. B.A.M.
and their supporters assisted them in seeing that
the wrongdoers received the maximum penalties.

And suddenly mail poured in from every-
where. Fifty thousand bumper stickers were
distributed in the first year, and they were ap-
pearing in every state. The 800 toll free number
began ringing off the wall and riders, wanting
help with all kinds of problems, wanted to join
B.A.M.

Why couldn't we help motorcyclists every-
where, not just in the state of California? Why
couldn't motorcyclists everywhere help other
motorcyclists, an awareness group, a network of
riders backing riders in every state, in every city,
in every town, wherever people ride? Whether
you live there or are just passi through, why
couldn't B.A.M. supporters help each other? And
why couldn't a net-work of motorcycling attor-

neys, motorcycle riders themselves, be made
available to all B.A.M. supporters? Who could
better help than they could? Or direct him to
someone who can? Can you provide follow-up
investigation or do photography at the scene of
the accident? We want to know what you can do,
and you can tell us by checking the appropriate
boxes on the en-closed registration. We want to
cover you body and soul!

Supporters can act as group and region-al
coordinators in their areas. We will structure and
assign responsibilities both on an individual
basis, as well as to motorcycle clubs and associa-
tions. We need all the help we can get.

Letters

JOIN the MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL
OWNERS CLUB

MONTHY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES AND MORE. SEVERAL
RALLIES AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
NATIONWIDE. $15.00 for couple
membership OR $13.00 FOR SINGLE
MEMBERSHIP.

CONTACT: MGNOC, R.R.#1, BOX 136
ELLSWORTH, KANSAS 67439
(913)472-4988
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USCA Rally 1986
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USCA Rally 1986
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USCA Raffle ‘86

SIDECAR
RAFFLE

Anyone Can Win!

New Sidecar - OR - Trip to England

(Winner's Choice)

Help Your Association: The purpose of this raffle is to raise funds for the United Sidecar Asso-
ciation. Help Yourself: Nobody ever has enough sidecars, especially a brand-new one of your choice
from a participating manufacturer or distributor (to be announced)...or perhaps you'd prefer a free trip
to England to attend the Watsonian Rally (mid-August 1987). The winner will take his or pick of
prizes.

How To Win: It just takes one ticket to do the job, but your chances will be better if you buy a bunch,
naturally. Ticket will be drawn at Buellton; winner need not be present. ---------------------------------
------------------------------------------

RULES
1. This raffle is open to United Sidecar Association members, their families and friends.

2. The winner need not be present at the drawing, which will be held on June 28 1986 at the USCA
Rally in Buellton, California.

3. All mail-in entries must be received by June 2 1986. Tickets will be available at the Annual Rally,
and may be turned in there. Extra tickets also are available by mail. Please enclose a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelope with your request for more tickets.

4. Your check stub is your receipt. Or, if you request a receipt, please enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

5. Income taxes (if any) and delivery charges will be the winner's responsibility. The sidecar will be
shipped within 30 days after the drawing, unless otherwise prearranged.

6. We would like to profile the lucky winner in The Sidecarist, if this is agreeable.

7. Any discrepancies will be handled by the Executive Committee of the United Sidecar Association,
and their decision will be final.

8. Send mail-in entries and all other raffle correspondence to: USCA - RAFFLE, P.O. Box 8119, Van
Nuys, California 91409-8119.
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USCA Raffle ‘86
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USCA Raffle ‘86
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NHTSA 55 MPH SURVEY IS
A FRAUD
By HAKendall

The purpose of a survey, any survey, is to
reveal the truth of a situation. But, how is it
possible that almost the entire population of the
United States has voted with their foot that they
want no part of the snail-paced 55 mph, yet when
the NHTSA commissions a survey company to
determine the position of the American public on
this issue, they purport to show that almost the
entire populace overwhelmingly supports the 55-
mph limit?

You may recall that our survey showed
about 85 percent of sidecarists were opposed to
the 55-mph law. This corresponds with similar
surveys conducted by Car and Driver and other
motoring associations.

At first I thought it was a problem of how
the questions were asked, or perhaps only a
selective population was polled. I was not pre-
pared for the outright fraud that was revealed in
Dave Despain's article ("Survey Saga," AM, Dec
1985). Dave was the AMA's Communication
Director, and now is a TV commentator for
"Motorweek Illustrated," a Saturday show on
WTBS. Dave took a call from a public opinion
pollster who reluctantly identified himself as
representing the Pacific Consulting Group in
Palo Alto, California.

Dave told this opinion taker exactly how he
felt about the 55 mph limit, and what could and
should be done with it in no uncertain terms.

He was as un-55 as it was possible to be.
His concluding remark was, "But worst of all is
the additional tax money we're spending on a lot
of phony research designed to prove that 55
saves lives." Near the termination of the inter-
view, he asked for his statement to be read back.
The reply was, "Saves lives." Thus another
protestor is written down officially as a firm
supporter of the 55 law.

What amazes me is that when they have

already written down only the answers they have
been asked by NHTSA to provide, why do they
even go about the farcial effort to call people and
waste their time?

Perhaps it is time a congressional inquiry
was demanded about the unethical practices of
the NHTSA in determining the "will of the
people."

1986 USCA SIDECAR
RALLY IN JUNE
By Dan Doyle

By now you have no doubt noticed the
announcement for the 1986 USCA Sidecar Rally
nestled elsewhere in these pages. This year's
extravaganza will be HQ'd at the Flying Flags
RV Park just off US 101 in the town of Buellton.
The really outstanding attraction in the area is the
Danish village of Solvang; just five miles east of
the rally site. Established in 1911, Solvang has a
Danish church, school and architecture. Noted
for its shops, restaurants, beer, and bakeries
(especially its bakeries), Solvang attracts visitors
from all over the world.

Dave Steele, longtime USCA member and
experienced rallymaster, is the 1986 USCA Rally
host. He is already well underway with the
planning for this eighth edition of our annual
social event and fund raiser, and he and his crew
of very able volunteers are putting everything in
place for what we hope will be our best yet.

Bits ‘n Pieces
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An added attraction for 1986, particularly
for those who want to take a real west coast
vacation, is the Bigfoot Sidecar Club's annual
Bigfoot Sidecar Rally on the weekend after the
USCA Rally. Attend the USCA Rally on June 26-
29, take a leisurely trip up the Pacific Coast
through Northern California, Oregon, and Wash-
ington, and wind up at the Bigfoot Rally on July
3-6 in Harrison Hot Springs, British Columbia.
1986 just happens to be the year of EXPO 86, the
world exposition scheduled to open May 2 in
Vancouver. 15 million visitors are expected by
the time it closes in October. There will be buses
running from the rally site at Harrison Hot
Springs into Vancouver to EXPO 86.

As an added inducement to take in both
rallies, there will be a scavenger hunt covering
the routes between the two rallies. Those attend-
ing both who collect the required items along the
way will participate in a special drawing for
refund of rally fees and whatever other goodies
we can come up with.

So here's your chance, particularly for those
from parts east, to go to two sidecar rallies, see
lots of beautiful country, attend a world's fair,
maybe win a nifty prize, and have a memorable
west coast vacation. See you there.

Partridges Fly to NZ
Pat and Gordon Partridge are planning to

visit New Zealand in the summer of 1986/87.
They plan to rent or borrow a rig down there and
see the country. If anyone in New Zealand has a
rig they would be prepared to loan or rent to the
Partridges, they should contact them direct at 425
Queen Alexandra Way S.E., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada T2J 3P1.

Of course, the Partridges would reciprocate
in kind if the New Zealanders come to Canada.

The Partridges were hosts of the 1985
Bigfoot Roundup Sidecar Rally.

Bits ‘n Pieces
WHAT A TRIP: 70 DAYS -
11,000 MILES
By Glen (Age 69) and Winifred (Age 67)
Anlauf #9328 and 9328-1

We left Santa Paula, California, June 8,
1985, at 5 a.m. on our 1985 Honda Limited
which had been customized by Accessories
Unlimited of Newhall, California, using Drag
Specialties Accessories and special chrome work
done by Brown's Plating of Paducah, Kentucky.
We were equipped with a special sidecar and
trailer built by the New California Sidecar
Company of Garden Grove, California. The
sidecar is designed to allow for Winifred's
handicap, and the trailer is necessary to haul her
Amigo electric wheelchair.

After two days of 118° weather, two days of
wind, two days of rain, two days of rough road
and two days rest with friends, we arrived at
Plymouth, Mass. The only trouble we had was
one broken wheel on the trailer when we were
near Maybrook, New York. At Plymouth, we
attended the United Sidecar Association Rally,
taking the mileage award for the 3,500 miles
from home.

After Plymouth, we headed for GWRRA
Michigan State Rally held at Harrison Michigan.
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Bits ‘n Pieces
On our way to Harrison, we stopped at Bridge-
port, Michigan to visit with Marie Thieme, the
owner of the Amigo Electric Wheelchair plant.
We certainly enjoyed the small town, it is so
beautiful. It is near Budd hake where we had a
cabin next to the lake. Rained during the bike
judging. After the awards presentation, we
started for Terra Haute, Indiana to attend the First
Annual Region D Rally.

At the Rally we met the one and only Jake
and Donna Reynolds, Regional Director and his
wife. What a couple. Upon arrival, they had us
moved to another hotel and in an hour, a reporter
was there getting our story. After having dinner
with the Reynolds, Jake had arranged to have us
in motion, on television and more interviews
followed. There was plenty going on all the time.

The second night, our hotel was struck by
lighting during an electrical storm. A small fire
caused us to be evacuated at 11 p.m. We re-
mained in the street for 30 minutes, then back to
bed. The next day it rained during the field
events. While riding in the night parade, we hit a
chuck hole which seemed as deep as the Grand
Canyon.

After this rally we headed for Perrysburg,
Ohio; stopping at Patrick's Honda in Fairborn,
Ohio for a rear tire and service. Then two nights
with friends in Magnolia, Ohio and on to
Perrysburg, Ohio to attend GWRRA '85 Ohio
Buckeye State Rally. This was held at the Holi-
day Inn French Quarter. We had the privilege of
meeting Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kurth, Ohio State
Director and his lovely wife. A fine rally was
held with no rain until after the night parade,
awards ceremony and the people were leaving to
go home. We stayed over until Mon-day, July
15th and missed the rain. Next stop, Minitonka,
Minnesota to meet with Tom Rudd of Drag
Specialties.

After a plant tour, we headed south into
Iowa and on to Paducah, Kentucky, to meet the
Brown family of Brown's Plating. Going to Drag
Specialties and Brown's Plating meant a lot to us
as they had dressed out our rig.

The next event was the GWRRA Kentucky
State Rally at Cave City, Kentucky. A great rally
including another beautiful and fun night parade.
After breakfastand awards, we headed for Wing
Ding '85 at Knoxville held at the Hyatt Regency.
This was another fun event. We did very well in
the awards department adding to our perfect
score in the mileage trophy department.

On leaving Knoxville, it turned hot, but it
started to rain. We were nine days coming home.
This was a trip of a lifetime with eight months in
preparation and planning. We set it up not to
exceed 350 miles per day at 60 mph. We met so
many old and new friends, arriving home August
17, 1985. 70 days - 11,000 miles. What a trip!!

DICK QUEEN RESIGNS
Ed Johnson informs us that Dick Queen,

after five years, has resigned as AMA Referee for
the United Sidecar Association. Explained Dick,
"Due to an overload of responsibilities, I must
resign my position of Referee/AMA Liason with
the USCA. My doctor says I'm trying to do too
much and need to back off."

Dick will remain president of the Michigan
Road Riders AMA Club, a large group that
requires a lot of his time.

Words can never fully express the apprecia-
tion we feel toward those enthusiastic volunteers
whose unselfish efforts keep our Association
alive. Thanks, Dick, we'll miss you.

BLUE KNIGHTS TORONTO
TOY RIDE
By Vi Shanks

This toy ride took place on Saturday, Sept.
7th, and right up in the front area of the parade
were members of the Canadian Sidecar Owners
Club. It was a very hot, sunny day, with the
humidity at 100%, but this did not deter the
almost 1000 bikers who came out for this worthy
event. About $18,000.00 worth of toys was
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turned over to the Salvation Army for distribu-
tion at Christmas. Gus Harris, Mayor of
Scarborough, the only politician in the parade,
rode in one of the sidecars, two police commis-
sioners each rode in a sidecar, someone dressed
in a gigantic panda suit rode in another, and a
cameraman from the CTV Television station was
in yet another sidecar.

At the end of the run, hot dogs and pop
were given out free to everyone, and almost
$2,200 worth of door prizes was awarded. Prizes
included a microwave oven, a video cassette
recorder and $500 in motorcycle accessories. The
oldest bike was a 1936 Norman; and a 1939
BMW, owned by CSOC member Basil
McDonald, took second. The long distance
award went to a rider from Cambridge, Mass.
USA, who rode 620 miles to the event. As the
afternoon wore on, it got hotter and steamier, but
everyone put up with being uncomfortable for
this worthy event.

Bits ‘n Pieces
THE ENDLESS SAGA OF
TURNPIKE RIPOFFS
by HAKendall

I have waged an endless battle with Turn-
pikes, Tollways, Toll Bridges and Toll-Tunnels
since 1976. Just as you think you have the
problem licked, it comes up and bites you again.
In some states we had to resort to the legislation
for justice; in other cases it has taken a march on
the tollway headquarters and many years of
bucking the bureaucrats.

We still advise all sidecarists to follow these
guidelines:

a) Pay the same as a car, if you must, but no
more.

b) If they insist on a surcharge, pay the surcharge,
but demand a receipt, the name of the toll
attendant, his superior, the date and time and
location of the incident, the exact name of the
Tollway Authority and the address of the head
office and phone number.

c) Send this information to Hal Kendall at 711
Plainwood Drive, Houston, TX 77079.

NEXT MONTH:
Bridge bureaucrats get flak from HAK. San

Diego/Havasu football. What do doctors re-
commend (besides orthopaedic surgery)? Thy
Lone Ranger rides again (these are sideca*'
articles, honest).
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NIR GOES TO ANTIQUE
MOTORCYCLE SHOW
Hosts: Joe/Kris Rybacek

Woodstock, Illinois, September 29: Good
weather helps, and it helped a lot today to get out
the largest numbers our group has seen this year.
The sun shone on close to ninety members of the
Northern Illinois Region (NIR) of the United
Sidecar Association, attending the annual An-
tique Show at Woodstock.

We started with a brunch at Kay's Restau-
rant on the picturesque square at Woodstock.
They gave us a private second-floor room. The
decor was excellent. Because of the large crowd,
we had to eat in stages, but this created no
problems. The food was plentiful and delicious.

Terry and Becky Strassenburg set up a 20-
foot booth in the flea market section at the show.
One table contained giveaways, and the other
had books and paraphernalia for sale. Assisting
in manning the booth were Cal Beck, Al Roach,
Marilyn and Ed Johnson, Ron Gardner, our
capable Joyce Armour, Betty Reiter and Gary
Kraus. Receipts came to $185.00; this included
one national and two local memberships sold,
educational book receipts and sales of local
paraphernalia. Hopefully others will join from
applications handed out. The booth offered
expertise to those requesting information on the
various aspects of sidecaring. It made the Unit
Sidecar Association and its local Northern
Illinois Region very visible.

Many thanks to all who attended, those who
worked the booth or did whatever else was
necessary, and especially to Kris Rybacek for
finding us an excellent eat-and-meet location.

 3. At the flea market: Joyce Armour (left) and Ed's spouse Marilyn Johnson (patchwork
jacket) "work the booth."

Bits ‘n Pieces
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4. NIR club member Betty Reiter
drifts in a sea of sidecars.

One national and two local
memberships were sold at the

event.

NIR GOES TO ANTIQUE MOTORCYCLE SHOW

2. Harleys invade the entrance gate.

1. Terry Strassenburg (left) points out benefits of club membership to smiling customer.
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Coming Events
FEB 15-17, 13th Annual Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, Gringo Pass campground (Spaces 71-76),

Lukeville, Arizona. Situated at south extreme of State Hwy 85, about 80 miles soutl of Gila Bend,
AZ. Rally is 65 miles from Puerto Penasco, Old Mexico, and ocean (visa required). Motel reserva-
tions Gringo Pass Motel (602) 257-0887. For details concerning local attractions, contact Dave
Tenpenny (602) 883-8275.

JUN 26-29, USCA Sidecar Rally, Buellton, Calif.

JUL 3-6, Bigfoot Sidecar Rally, Harrison Hot Springs, Britisl Columbia, Canada (Vancouver, B.C.
area) in connection with the Expo 86 Transport World's Fair in Vancouver. Contact J. Duncan
Reid, Bigfoot Sidecar Club, 6280 Taseko Cr., Ricl mond, B.C. V7C 2N5. (That's a big ten four,
mon ami?)

JUL 17-20, 6th New England Sidecar Rally, Norridgewock, Maine. Swimming, two poker runs,
tours, games, parade, movies, pin, trophies, work shops, Carl's chili. Contact Carl Johnson, RFD
#1 Box 490, New Sharon, ME 04955, or if you have one o' them new-fangled gadgets: (207) 778-
2524.

AUG 15-17, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular V, Mariposa, Calif. Contact Dan Doyle, 1310 Gold Rush
Way, Penryn, CA 95663.

NOV 7-10, 3rd Annual San Diego Daze/Havasu Nites Sidecar Rally, Echo Lodge, Parker Dam, Calif.
Contact Jack (The Bod) Fassel, 13110 Old West Ave., San Diego CA 92129.

CLASSIFIED ADS  ...  CLASSIFIED ADS  ...
Please use this form for your ad. Fill in each box with item, features, price, your
name and where to reach you (address or phone or both, as you prefer). FOR SALE will be
assumed; otherwise, indicate WANTED or TRADE. The fee is $4.00 private party, or $8.00
commercial, for a maximum eight lines of 27 characters per line (a character is a letter, digit,
punctuation mark or blank space) including name and address and/or phone.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If needed, you may continue for an additional 50 per line, limit 27 characters per line.
Make check or money order payable to the United Sidecar Association. Send ad and payment
to: USCA - CLASSIFIEDS, P.O. Box 8119, Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

1982 Honda GL1100, 3500 miles with Vetter
Terra-plane. Stereo, backrest, lug. rack, trailer
hitch, forkbrace. Sidecar and motorcycle like
new. $4850.   712/379-3644. Essex, Iowa.

1985 Motorvation Formula II sidecar with 1984
Honda beige color. Disc brake, 10-gal gas
tank, adj. susp. handle, cony. top. Paid $4750,
forced to sell, $3495 OBO. Ron Trujillo, 328
Sandpiper, Oceano CA 93445, 805/929-4787.

1981 Kawasaki. 1700 miles. Model 440. Velorex
side-hack, xtras $1500. Bob's Sharpening
Service, 205 Winter St., Norwell MA 02061.
617/659-2698.

WANTED: Trailer hitch complete to fit my '78
Honda CB750F Super Sport. Ready made or
custom made with elongated ball hookup.
Please contact Paul Sackett, 217 So. Duncan
St., Baltimore MD 21231-2630.

1982 California sidecar set up for 79 H-D FLHC.
Tan/ cream, two tops, all hardware, less than
2000 miles. $1200. Bought an 86 H-D w/
sidecar. Ted Taxter, 216 Crombie St., Hunting-
ton Sta. NY 516/271-5691.

'83 Gold Wing Aspencade w/ Vetter Terraplane
custom sidecar. One-of-a-kind show bike. All
Honda options plus blower, extra gas tank and
TV in car with brake. 13M miles. Cost $20M.
$13500 OBO. George Aumiller, 4361 Mission
Blvd. Pomona CA 91766. 714/591-3306 eve.
549-2228 days.

WANTED: Harley-Davidson CLE sidecar and
mounts 1979-84 cast wheel model. Lockwood
Doench, 5150 Drake Rd., Cincinnati OH
45243. 513/561-5818.

WANTED: Information on converting Watsonian
Monaco to Palma, and necessary parts re-
quired (windscreen, seat, tonneau cover,
etc.).Harold Henn, Box 1892 Lady-smith, B.C.
VOR 2E0 Phone 604/245-4908.

1983 Aspencade - loaded! Full Honda sound
(cassette CB - INTCM), much chrome, light-
ing, Vetter cruise. Matched Terraplane! Show
quality. Over $11000 invested. Many unique
features, sacrifice for $8000 OBO. Jack
Wagoner 414/367-8910. Leave message.

1982 Neval MT12 two wheel drive reverse plus
parts, bike 2300 miles $3500. A real nice outfit
like new.. Richard Elder-kin, 286 White Ave.,
Middlebury CT. 06762 (203) 758-9372.

'82 Aspen w/matching Terra-plane. Silver &
charcoal. $11,000 mi. Over $14,000 invested,
sacf. $8500. Bike and car fully chromed.
Also:'85 Aspencade. Over $13,800 in, sacf.
$9500. Vint. red, 2000 mi. 812/ 334-0787 aft.
7 p.m. ask for Tim.

'80 GS1100 w/Watsonian Palma. Used daily
since new. 40,000 miles. Well maintained by
professional mechanic. $2500 for both. Will
separate. Air shocks. Auto rear tire, fork
bridge, muds, dampener. Joel 302/322-4120

Classic sidecar rig. 1967 BMW R69S/2 with
1954 Steib TR500 sidecar. 750/6 engine and
trans. Many extras. Price $6000/best. Milt
312/679-1008

Harley sidecar complete and excellent with
mounts for 1967 to present $1500. Also for
same: brand new fiberglas body with interior
and trim $600. Also have mounts for JD, VL,
Pan and a very rare set that adapts 1936 to 57
motorcycle to the VL side-car. Stan Brizzie,
7620 55 St. N., Pinellas Park FL 33565. 813/
545-2144
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS

1982 Hitchhiker sidecar. Two-tone metallic gray/
silver color match to 1983 GL650 or Gold
Wing. Custom made convertible top, Tonneau
cover, removable side curtains, luggage rack,
interior light, fully carpeted interior. Excellent
condition. $1400. Call Dave. 312/584-6704
after 6 p.m.

1983 Harley sidecar. Like new. Fits FLT.
Burgandy, dealer, invoice $2495. Challies
Honda Sales, 2501 Newton St., Jasper, Ind.
47546, 812/482-4406 or 812/482-1628.

WANTED: A small sidecar for a small scooter.
Arthur A. Johnson, Star Rt., Eastford CT
06242

81 Honda GL1100I, 52K mi., front fork and
faring dam-age (estimate $950). New tires,
brakes, timing belts. Asking $1000 as is. 84
Cal. S/C for the above bike $900 or $1800 for
both. Call 805/497-2052, leave message on
answering machine. Oxnard, CA.

Video tape by River Video VHS Mariposa CA.
Sierra Sidecar Spectacular Aug 85 mail check
or money order payable to James E.Holloman
for $25.00, P.O. Box 131, Wofford Hts., CA
93285.

82 Equalean sidecar. Less than 1,000 mi. w/extra
gas tanks, bars for GL. Asking $1300 ready to
go. Call Sam (609) 235-2167.

1965 BMW R60 w/sidecar. Black & white. Full
dress. Mint condition. Less than 15K miles.
Price negotiable. Phone: 703/680-4570.

TRADE: 1982 Vespa sidecar. Windshield.
Tonneau. Gray color. Want Equalean,
76GT750 3-in-one pipe. Or sell. I have 72
Suzuki to part out. Call Nate Weiss 619/461-
7011. 6154 Haas St., La Mesa CA 92041 eves
or weekend.

TRADE: Two '82 Honda Silver Wings w/6,000
and 12,000 mi. w/or w/out Velorex w/conv.
top. All A-1 cond. For one '82 or  newer Gold
Wing tourer. Other makes considered. Or sell
separate -- sidecar $900. Bikes only as set
$3000. No reasonable offer refused. Steve,
805/643-4171, So. Calif.

Harley sidecar complete and excellent with
mounts for 1967 to present $1500. Also for
same: brand-new fiberglas body with interior
and trim $600. Also have mounts for JD, VL,
Pan and a very rare set that adapts 1936 to 57
motorcycle to the VL sidecar. Stan Brizzie,
7620 55 St. N., Pinellas Park FL 33565, 813/
545-2144.

Spirit Eagle sidecar with 1975 Yamaha 650. Has
750 kit. Runs strong - Velorex mounts. $1200
or trade for older BMW-R50 thru R69. Paul
Moore, 1261 Cotten Hills, Duncan OK 73533.
405/255-7333.

1978 Gold Wing dressed, 35K mi. Oil cooler, RC
clutch, Gem rear, air shocks front and rear.
Ural sidecar $3400. Also 81 Calif. Companion
SC $700. All very good cond. Willie Hopkins,
1744 Jonathon St., Vista CA 92083, 619/726-
6034.

HELP: Stop the ban on lead gasoline. Keep
America riding. Together we are strong in
numbers. For info call or write 713/933-4032
after-6 p.m., J. Doughty, P.O. Box 420078,
Houston TX 77242. Thanks.
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Manufacturers & Services
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Bookshop
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Application Form
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